
WINTER IS HERE
THE GAMES IN CHINA HAVE TAKEN ON POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE,

DOMESTICALLY AND GLOBALLY
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On the eve of the opening of the Winter Olympics in Beijing on Friday, India announced

a diplomatic boycott of the games. The MEA said no Indian official will be present at the

opening or closing ceremonies of the games, which run from February 4 to 20. The

decision for an official boycott of the games — a lone Indian athlete who qualified, skier

Arif Khan, will still take part in both the games and in the opening ceremony along with

support staff — followed China’s move this week to choose a PLA commander as one of

the participants of the traditional torch relay. The commander was involved in the June

15, 2020 clash in Galwan Valley. He was subsequently given military honours by Beijing.

The MEA said the commander’s participation in the torch relay was “regrettable”. Until

this week, New Delhi was considering having its top diplomat in Beijing attend the

games. Only in November, India joined Russia in expressing support for the games,

following a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of Russia, India and China. If India, dealing

with its own long list of problems with China and a continuing stand-off along the Line

of Actual Control, had initially planned to not involve itself in the politics surrounding

the games, Beijing’s torch relay changed that calculus. The broader context of the

selection of the PLA commander is an on-going campaign by China to publicise Galwan

and highlight the “bravery” of PLA troops.

India’s statement of support for the games in November had come amid the U.S. and its

allies announcing a diplomatic boycott because of rights violations in Xinjiang, where

minority Uighurs have been sent to “reeducation” camps. China first denied the

existence of the camps, but later said they were for “vocational training”. China

denounced the diplomatic boycott by around a dozen countries — which India has now

joined albeit for different reasons — as “politicising” the games. It is another matter that

Olympic Games, through history, have been inherently political events. For host nations,

holding a successful games carries the promise of burnishing the legitimacy of the

government of the day. The games within China have certainly taken on particular

political significance domestically, in the context of the country’s battle against COVID-

19. Last month, President Xi Jinping noted that the 2022 Olympics would be “the first

international multi-sport event to be held as scheduled since the outbreak of the

COVID-19 pandemic”. The underlying message is that the successful holding of the

games amid the pandemic is another example of the superiority of the Chinese political

model, which has been highlighted as a sharp contrast especially with how the U.S.

handled the pandemic. Last year, the IOA added the word “together” to the official

Olympic motto of “faster, higher, stronger”. If that is certainly a laudable aspiration, it is

clear that as far as the Olympics are concerned, the politics is never far away. That will

certainly be the case in Beijing as the latest games, both on and off the ski slopes, begin.



A DISJOINTED RESPONSE
REGULATORY CLARITY ON CRYPTO ASSETS SHOULD HAVE

ACCOMPANIED THE TAX ON TRADERS’ PROFITS
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One of the most striking moves in the Union Budget’s taxation proposals for 2022-23 is

the introduction of a taxation regime for virtual digital assets — evolving manifestations

of cryptocurrencies, codes and non-fungible tokens. Finance Minister Nirmala

Sitharaman has proposed to tax all profits from transactions in such assets at 30% along

with the applicable surcharge and cess, and a 1% tax to be deducted by buyers while

trading in any virtual digital asset beyond a threshold. While the tax on profits will apply

from April 1, 2022, which officials said will not preclude profits already booked before

that date from the tax liability, the TDS provisions aimed at creating a transaction trail

for the tax authorities, will kick in from July 1. While trading profits will be taxed at,

according to crypto industry players, a higher rate compared to other jurisdictions, no

deductions will be allowed on account of setting off losses from such trading or from

any other capital losses. The only deduction permitted would be the cost of acquiring

the asset. The term ‘property’ under the I-T Act is being expanded to include virtual

digital assets so that such assets received as a gift shall be taxable except when received

from relatives. However, the taxation regime by itself, Ms. Sitharaman has emphasised,

does not grant legitimacy to the trade in these currently unregulated assets. A

consultation process is underway, which will determine the legal position of such assets.

This provides some relief for the growing flock of crypto investors. The Government may

still not consider them fully legit, yet the tax regime indicates the hard option of an

outright ban that was signalled in the nomenclature of a proposed crypto law last year

is off the table. Listed first for Parliament’s monsoon session, then again in the winter,

that legislation is also now off the agenda. All this time, India’s youth, who the Prime

Minister worried were being lured by crypto players’ misleading ads, continue to be

swayed, with no norms brought in place to rein in such ballyhoo, and no regulatory

watch. Whether this case is different from collective investment and plantation schemes

that were belatedly regulated is ponderable. The delay in arriving at a decision also pre-

empts Indian start-ups and innovators from developing products and ideas that can be

scaled up globally given the nature of these assets. In November, the Government had

indicated a forward-looking approach to crypto market oversight. It is time those words

are matched with a clear regulatory framework soon instead of ambiguous waffling and

dithering.


